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Students are encouraged to avail other facilities e e-mail , intemet, CD-ROM browsing &

photocopying. Ample and separate readin provided to both the students and
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4.3.2 Total number of textbooks, reference volumes, journals, collection of rare books,

manuscripts, Digitalized traditional manuscripts, Discipline-specific learning resources

from ancient Indian languages, special reports or any other knowledge resource for

library enrichment

Narayana college of the Nursing library is a place where a huge collection of books and

subscribes and print joumals and magazines on various topics. The library also has an

extensive collection of reference sources like Encyclopedia Britannica, Dictionaries, etc. This

includes around the academic books, The library has enriched with collection of academic

books (4093), on line joumals (122), magazines (3 I ), Newspapers, Dictionaries of Hindi,

Telugu and Malayalam, UG research projects (667), PG dissertations (126), Ph.D. theses

(20), rare books (45), book bank (86), previous years question papers. NCLEX model papers.

.Apart from this, the library has a growing section on digital leaming resources in the form of

CDs and DVDs (nearly 200). The classification of these materials in the library is in

accordance with the scheme as specified in the DDC (Dewey decimal classification). The

reference Section has several Encyclopedias, Year Books, Dictionaries and books on General

Knowledge. In order to enrich the library, number ofvaluable books on varied topics ofstudy

and interests are added every year.

Computerized catalogues ofthe library holdings as well as a card index are available for the

students. Further, there is provision of modem bar code and Online Public Access Catalogue

(OPAC) technology to lacilitate for user friendly, quick and easy search facility for the

students and faculty.
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faculty along with comfortable seating arrangements. All departments have been provided

with departmental libraries which are well stocked with standard text books and other works

of reference with latest editions.

The books in the library are categorized subject wise and year wise. Catalogs are maintained

to maintain the books, joumals and newspapers.

The librarian maintains a scientific fact record which is published in newspapers to enhance

the current knowledge of scientific events.

The library has Xerox facility to prepare copies whenever needed.

The library has the following functions to have user friendly library

REFERENCE SECTION:

The section holds encyclopedias, dictionaries and gazettes, competitive examination books,
and previous year's model question papers. etc. Readers need to access their resources from
the reference collection. Reference books are not for lending. They can be used inside the
library and ifneeded can be photocopied.

BACK VOLUMES:
We are major printing of academic joumals and specialize in the supply of print joumals,

back volumes and back issues of print joumals and serials. Joumals offer a comprehensive
colleclion of all available back volumes and back issues. The valuable Back Volumes are

exclusively for the scholars, staff and visitors for their research wor
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. Access to large amounts of information to the users

. Access to primary information sources.

. User-friendlyinterface

. Advanced search and retrieval.


